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european theater: the b-17 flying ranger handbook - arkansas tech university - i ranger creed recognizing
that i volunteered as a ranger, fully knowing the hazards of my chosen profession, i will always endeavor to
uphold the prestige, honor, and high esprit de corps of the rangers. acknowledging the fact that a ranger is a
more elite soldier who arrives at the cutting edge of battle by land, sea, or air, i accept the fact that as a
ranger my ranger handbook - federation of american scientists - i ranger creed recognizing that i
volunteered as a ranger, fully knowing the hazards of my chosen profession, i will always endeavor to uphold
the prestige, honor, and high esprit de corps of the rangers. acknowledging the fact that a ranger is a more
elite soldier who arrives at the cutting edge of battle by land, sea, or air, i accept the fact that as a ranger my
country expects me to move ... va markers and medallions for veterans - jay c. wood - here are a couple
of highlights about acceptable documents. since 1950 all the u. s. military services have used form dd-214. if
you have this document, that is probably all the handbook - department of military science - the fact that
a ranger is a more elite soldier who arrives at the cutting edge of battle by land, sea, or air, i accept the fact
that as a ranger my country expects me to move further, faster, and fight harder than any other soldier.
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